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big, sunlit portico and a low, shady room where smiles and
salads live in a grateful memory. These delights were as
yet all untasted. But that morning, as became my first in
Texas, the sky was blue; for that was where I met the
spring coming up from Mexico (and as I had come from
Kansas City, we were glad to meet). The town stood up
like a young daughter of New York—tall, if a little slim—
and the whole place was full of sunshine and cheerful com-
panionship. One even enjoyed being reproved by a police-
man for crossing the road before the signal for pedestrians,
that emblem of civic progress. But most of all one could
enjoy the sense of all the things that we were near to, The
sun was comfortingly near in the blue sky; Mexico was
only four hundred miles away; and the past, the fabulous
and distant past of Mr. Lincoln and Jeff Davis, was very
near indeed.
One feels sometimes that Northern piety has managed to
remove that era to almost too great a distance. Its figures
loom in the dim mist of an heroic age ; the Union leaders
have all the attributes (and some of the remoteness) of the
Round Table ; and there is a risk that piety on such a scale
may even defeat itself. For worship often dims the sig-
nificance of the object worshipped; and the world stands
in some danger of losing a significant figure through this
insistence on his historical apotheosis. If Mr. Lincoln is
one with Pericles, he may come to signify as little. But in
the South the war is nearer. There Gettysburg is still a
living and angry memory, and one may discuss Pickett's
advance and the delinquencies of General Sickles with more
immediate interest than any Somme offensive. There is a
rare attraction in living thus with a past age just round the
corner. Belfast derives a similar exhilaration from its sense
that the Battle of the Boyne was fought a year or so ago.
But, to judge by Ulster, Robert Lee and Judah Benjamin
are better company for any man's spiritual health than
Dutch William.
Yet of all that Texas brought us near to—tamales," bad

